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Covid 19 Pandemic Measures      more



 

  
    
      
         Relative information & instruction 

 Dear Valued Guest,
      
      

      
Here at Vasilikos Beach we have applied to our daily operation the necessary health & safety measures in order to protect our customers, staff & surrounding community.

Through recognized professional training all health & safety measures as directed by the Greek government using the health protocols “Health First” has been implemented.

On arrival at the Hotel It will be necessary to complete a Registration form, the details of which will be stored with data protection security. An email address or messaging system must be provided.

Following this each guest will receive a copy the Hotel’s statement including the key points explaining the guests role & responsibility whilst staying at the Hotel. 
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                    WELCOME 
TO HOTEL VASILIKOS BEACH

                    
                       VASILIKOS ZAKYNTHOS GREECE
                    

                    
       

             
        The Hotel Vasilikos Beach is situated in the Vasilikos area, just 150 meters from the beautiful, sandy Agios Nikolaos beach. It is known for the warm hospitality, friendly service and comfortable accommodation it offers. The hotel consists of three separate blocks of accommodation, open-plan reception, Bar, Swimming Pool and Breakfast area all with a relaxing atmosphere.

        Whether you are a family, a couple or a group of friends, the Hotel Vasilikos Beach is the best choice for a comfortable and relaxing stay very close to the beach. We look forward to welcoming you to the beautiful island of Zakynthos!

            
               

            

            

            
        

        
        

        

            
                
                    Beach

                    Zakynthos is famous for its beaches and St Nikolaos Beach is one of the most beautiful. It features golden sand and crystal blue water. The sun loungers and umbrellas offer comfort and shade. The added bonuses are the exotic beach bar serving refreshing coffee, exotic cocktails and delicious snacks and meals as well as the water sports for the more daring. You will definitely have a fun day at the Saint Nikolaos Beach!

                

            


            

                
                
                    
                        
                            Pool

                            
The swimming pool area is a refreshing alternative to the beach when guests prefer to stay at the hotel. The sun loungers and umbrellas are ideal for taking in the sun or relaxing in the shade. The poolside bar is open from 10am until late at night. Enjoy a refreshing coffee, delicious cocktails, tasty snacks as well as Mediterranean dishes with fresh local fish available on a daily basis. 
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                            Rooms

                            
                              The Vithoulkas family offers traditional accommodation. The rooms are divided between three separate blocks, surrounded by an abundant variety of flowers, shrubs and trees and some of them offer a beautiful sea view. There are various room types  Standard Twin, Standard-Plus, Superior together with 2 Suites.

                               Make your choice from the photo gallery.
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                    Testimonials

                    Read our guest reviews

                


                

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    Marina di Carrara - Italia
Soggiorno da sogno

                                    Ottimo soggiorno, con camera vista piscina e vicinissimo alla spiaggia compresa nel costo della camera. Colazione OTTIMA!Proprietari carinissimi come tutto il resto del personale (multiculturale che ho adorato), specialmente ringraziamo Alessia per il suo aiuto.Da segnalare: il letto era veramente rumoroso (pensavo si spezzasse all'improvviso) e scomodo, prodotti da bagno forniti solo 1 volta (al secondo giorno) e veramente troppe api durante la colazione.Spero di tornare presto.

                                
                                
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Halstead - UK
Return Trip ,even better..

                                    Our first holiday at the Vasilikos,our little gem,,was so relaxing and chilled out,,we had to return,,,Two excellent weeks,,9th sept --23rd sept, both strike days,Thomas Cook,did a good job,on our return flight 4 hours earlier,,we had two great weeks good weather,,same side of hotel,,above reception,top floor ,next too last years room,great view.. on arrival we were welcomed,by the staff,all remembered us,,Alessia on reception,does a excellent job,Hilary the owner and daughter plus barney the puppy....

                                
                                
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Raglan - UK
Lovely Holiday

                                    The Vasilikos Beach Hotel is lovely and in a beautiful quiet area. The room we were given was clean and had everything that we needed. It was cleaned every day too and the staff in all areas of the hotel were so friendly. There was a good choice of continental breakfast in the morning and nothing was too much trouble. There was easy access to a couple of lovely beaches, we tended to go to St Nicholas mostly. The restaurants over the road were good and had plenty of choice.... 

                                
                                
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Shepshed - UK
Still more than excellent

                                    We stayed at the Vasilikos Beach last year and gave it a well deserved rave review; look it up. This return visit was no disappointment, even more relaxing and enjoyable. There were a couple of changes in the team and these newcomers fitted in well with the hotel's objective of making your holiday as enjoyable as possible. Also a new dog, bayley, a livelier companion to the venerable Toby adding to the interest round the pool bar and St Nicholas' beach.... 

                                
                                
                            


                            

                            
                                
                                    Stephanie P - UK
Anniversary Break

                                    This was our 2nd visit to this hotel. First being 3 years ago, we had always planned to return and wished we had not left it so long.Vasilikos is an absolutely stunning hotel, beautiful grounds and pool area which is extremely relaxing. We had originally booked a Superior Sea View room and was delighted to be upgraded to the Turret Suite for our anniversary. This was so thoughtful and made our anniversary extra special....
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                          Vasilikos Beach Hotel Zakynthos Greece
 +30 26950 35325-35326-35328 •   +30 26950 35327 • Winter  +30 26950 51325 •  
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